Invitation to the 10th anniversary of the PBL Academy

1 December 2021, 14.30 - 16.00
AAU Aalborg, Kroghstræde 3, Room 4.128 (Lindgren)

The end of 2021 marks the 10th anniversary of the PBL Academy, and we would like to invite all colleagues at AAU to the anniversary get-together. In the past ten years, the PBL Academy has brought together researchers and lecturers across faculties for academic events, established project collaboration across research environments and developed an international journal. The PBL Academy was originally established to ensure that AAU developed PBL across the disciplines, and the work must now be continued in Aalborg University’s new PBL unit (IAS-PBL). Therefore, the celebration of the anniversary will also be an opportunity to address the discussions of how IAS can strengthen our pedagogical professionalism and ensure increased focus on collaboration between lecturers and researchers across the departments and faculties at AAU.

Program:
14.30: Welcome / Members of the PBL Academy
14.35: Speech / Dean Rasmus Antoft
14.45: Pitches on PBL at AAU – historical and future perspectives / Professor Anette Kolmos and Professor Emeritus Palle Rasmussen
15.30: Plenum discussion – from PBL Academy to IAS PBL

Please sign up here to participate

The PBL Academy - pbl@pbl.aau.dk

Nikolaj Stegeager - Jette Holgaard - Lykke Bertel - Patrik Kjærdsam Telléus - Jacob Davidsen